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Dispatches 3002:  
Destruction of Bridges. 

 
3002: Question [by Jonah Oliver] 
Bridges and their demolition were key to most of the Napoleonic campaigns.  

 How the destruction of bridges was carried out?  
 Has anyone got any sources on this?  
 How were the explosives rigged up?  
 How did the engineers calculate the amount of powder needed? 

 
 
3002: Answer [by Stephen Summerfield] 
Bridges at the time was rarely made of stone. Using gunpowder was only one means and perhaps 
not the most common means of destroying bridges. In many (perhaps most) cases bridges were 
constructed of wood and were destroyed by: 
 
Destroying Wooden Bridges 

 Burning  
 Dismantling part of the wooden bridge by the removal of planks or beams. This would 

often be the case where troops were in haste or wanted to preserve the option of quickly 
restoring the bridge for their own use in the future.  

 The most complete would be the complete removal of a piers but this was extremely rare 
 
Stone bridges were much harder to destroy. The most common method would be by breaking one 
of the arches.  

 Using picks and levers to weaken a bridge 
 Gunpowder requires considerable expertise to use and being a poor explosive did not 

always succeed. See Landmann (1815: 220-228) and Burgoyne (1831: 218-227) on 
destroying bridges. 

 Weakening the peers to permit the action of water but this takes a considerable amount of 
time.  

 
Also upon a strategic point of view, the defending army may wish to re-cross the river 
 
Examples of Destruction of Bridges 
 Destruction of the Stone Bridge at Alcantara:  

Robert Burnham, (2004) “The Destruction of the Bridge at Alcantara: 14 May, 1809,” The 
Napoleon Series, http://www.napoleon-series.org/military/virtual/c_alcantara.html [Accessed 
on 23 July 2010] 

 Col. Coutard of the 65eme Ligne found it impossible to destroy the great stone bridge over 
the Danube at Regensburg as he lacked the explosives and expertise to tackle such a robust 
structure; it thus fell into Austrian hands intact. [John Gill (2010)] 
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Examples of the Destruction of Wooden Bridges [John Gill (2010)] 
 The Austrians thoroughly destroyed (burned to the waterline) the wooden bridges at 

Burghausen (Inn), Enns (Ennsdorf and Steyr), and the great Tabor Bridge over the Danube. 
This necessitated major French bridging operations (that is, a minimum of several days’ 
delay for the Inn and Enns, not to mention the well-known efforts on the Danube).  

 As tensions grew in March/April 1809, the Bavarians routinely removed the 
flooring/planking from some bridges every night to preclude a coup de main. The planks 
would be replaced the following day.  

 The Austrians dismantled the Inn bridge at Passau as they retreated during April, but left 
enough of the pilings, stringers and cross-beams intact that the French attackers were able to 
scramble across (albeit with difficulty and the exercise of considerable agility). Moreover, 
bridge repair was fairly easy with this framework in place (as compared to the "burned to the 
waterline" examples above).  

 Austrians did not have time to burn the wooden bridges in other cases: the Grosse Laaber 
(Pfeffenhausen), Isar (Moosburg and Landshut) or Traun (Ebelsberg); French/German 
troops were able to cross, extinguish the flames and continue their attacks.  
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